GMCH-32 takes a leap forward

Sets CT scan centre, will start operations from January; limit on waiver to be uncapped

Bye Bye Baldness!!!

Hina Bains

A resident of Palwali Colony, Sector 6, narrated her ordeal while returning home at 10.30 pm. She was transported to the nearest hospital but no police personnel were seen near the place of accident.

"Senior police officers should have been on duty during the night shift," said Vishakha Dhiman, a resident of Sector 6.

"Police officers have told us not to wear our headgear on the night shift. Now we are missing our uniforms also," said Garg, chairman, Nagar Sudhakar.

The correspondent visited the Sector 6 roundabout and Golf Club in Sector 3, Panchkula. The presence of police personnel in markets and other sensitive areas can give women a sense of security," said Prayg Chetry, a resident of Sector 32 Commission of Police Rajbir Deo said the vehicles were deployed depending on priorities.
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